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While the literary adventure of Sookie Stackhouse has come to an end, and television adventures are set to follow next season, Charlaine Harris has had another bit of magic up his sleeve for fans. After Dead is a collection of endings for various characters who, for one reason or another, have not received their last bow in the books. J.K. Rowling has been threatening to do
something similar for Harry Potter for years. While this isn't the most in-depth read Harris has ever put out (I read it cover to cover in an hour), it's a neat little addition to books and a good way to say goodbye. There are something like 50 entries in the book, and today I thought I'd celebrate the ten that most tickled my fantasies. Make sure you take a copy to hear the rest. Spoilers
are ahead, obviously. Terry Bellefleur: Although he went on holiday last season on True Blood, Terry managed a little longer in the books. He and his wife Jimmy raised award-winning dog droppings in their double throughout for years until they died in a car accident from their grandson's birthday. A will was created in his name for the treatment of prisoners of war. Desmond
Cataliades: One of the characters that you may not know if you only watch the show demonic lawyer Cataliades. While it sounds awful, he's actually a longtime ally of Sookie that comes through again and again for her. He continues to visit Sookie and Sam every Christmas, and ensures that Bon Temp remains free of demons with brutal efficiency. Anthony Bolivar: Most vampires
end up pretty good. Short-order chef Anthony Bolivar actually continues to be a celebrity chef with a hit show on the food chain. He loses that gig when he gets caught drinking excessively from a prostitute, but still manages a pretty good life as a nomadic chef hired by restaurants looking for a bit of wild notoriety. Franklin Mott: Not every vampire has a happy ending, though. Sadist
Franklin Mott, who kept Tara in slavery, was eventually killed by a human woman he abandoned, and then all the valuables in his house stripped while his neighbors slept. Ok. Fuck this guy. Luna Garza: I prefer the moon in the show's books, even if we see less of it. For one thing, she makes a good living for herself as an activist for animal Americans until finally retiring in her 60s
to paint landscapes. It's far less tragic than her fate in the show, and a good reward for the help she gave Sookie in escaping the Brotherhood of the Sun. The piece continues on the next page. Sarah Newlin: Newlyn went to prison for her terrorist activities with FotS, and although she tried to remain a relevant voice almost everyone forgot about her and her hateful, bigoted. She
contracts lupus at the same time in custody, and dies barely mourned by several die-hard anti-supe hold-outs. Couldn't have happened to a nicer lady. Kenya Jones and Kevin Pryor: In Kenya and Kevin are strong, but a few Couple. Kenya manages to get Kevin's mother to stop being a racist git about their marriage after she saves her life with CPR, even though they never get
close.Dr. Amy Ludwig: In my opinion, there was no more interesting peripheral character than Dr. Ludwig, who would appear to treat supernatural wounds and diseases with strange medications. Honestly, I wish she would get a book series of her own. Eventually she opens her own clinic for her special medicine brand, although she has problems with all kinds of people breaking
down in search of exotic drugs. If only, I have to say. Werewolf Dixie and Dixon Mayhew become her night guards, and the problem seems to dry up immediately after that. Bubba: poor, half-dark dead king of rock 'n' roll... he still passed around vampire territories as a treasure, but got into trouble in Tennessee when he escaped and was seen on his own grave. He has since been
deported to Canada, which he hates. Bill Compton: I deliberately decided not to talk about the main characters, but after the book Bill life is so strangely wonderful. He develops the talent of a video game maker, specializing in ultra-violent vampire games that overwhelm a huge audience and make him a ton of money. It keeps programmers in 20-year contracts with the promise of
being rotated if they wrap up their tenure. Sad as I am to see Sookie Books come to an end, it's good that Harris went all John Irving on us and let us know how it all plays out in incredible detail. Jef has a new story, the story of a free-range stripper and The Rolling Stones, currently available in Broken Mirrors, Fractured Minds. You can also contact him on Facebook. DEAD EVER
AFTER marked the end of the novels of Sookie Stackhouse - a series that gathered millions of fans and spawned the hit TV show HBO TRUE BLOOD. He also incited a famine that would never die... Hunger to know what happened next. With characters arranged in alphabetical order - from Ancient Pythoness to Bethany Sanelli - bestselling author Charlaine Harris takes fans into
the future of his favorite Bon Temp residents and surroundings. You'll learn how Michelle and Jason's marriage is lucky to have happened to Sookie's cousin Hunter, and whether Tara and the J.B twins grew up to be solid citizens. This code provides answers to your lingering questions - including the details of Sookie's own happily-all-after... The book will feature extensive interior
art by renowned sookie artist Lisa Desimini, including the Sookieverse alphabet, colored endpapers, and several full-page black and white interior illustrations. Genre: Urban Fantasy Related Books by other authorsBeauty (Anita Blake, Vampire Hunter, book 20.5)Laurell K HamiltonAmerican Demon (Rachel Morgan/Hollowes, book 14)Kim HarrisonNeogda (London below, book
1)Neil GaimanMoon Called (Mercy Thompson, book Briggs Used accessibility for Charlaine Harris after death... Check out the bestsellers of all time See the list back to the top I got this book book free from the library in exchange for an honest review. It does not affect my opinion about the book or the content of my review. After Dead: What Came Next in the World of Sookie
Stackhouseby by Charlaine Harris in Hardcover, which was published by Ace Books on October 29, 2013 and contains 208 pages. Explore it on Goodreads or Amazon Other books this author that I reviewed include Edge of the Night, Excellent Death Vacation, Must Love Hellhounds, Bite, Home Improvement: Undead Edition, Apple for Creatures, Game Creatures Play, Indigo,
Night Shift, Sleep as a Child, Contenders, Longer Fall, Easy DeathThis collection of alphabetical tidy-ups comes at the very end. Harris treats it like a code and hopes that it satisfies all those readers who have wondered what happened next in the world of Sookie Stackhouse. My Take This is not a storybook, but a neat one about what happened to the characters in the Sookie
Stackhouse series. Some characters get one line, while the more important characters - Sookie, Bill and Eric come to mind - get a few pages. Not realizing what this book was about, I was incredibly disappointed when I opened it and then I enjoyed learning what everyone got up to afterwards. New businesses, marriages, children, etc. - Tara is not too good. Only Harris also
included death. Some were the result of old age, while others... They weren't. There were a number of funny and unexpected fates in this that cracked me. I found it quite depressing to know about some of the characters I hoped had found a long and happy life, and again, there's a bit here about Eric's reaction to Sookie getting married, which was pretty satisfying. There were also
a lot of characters here that I don't remember reading about... Overall, however, After Dead provided a complete summing up at all. Including the Britlingen Collective - I have no idea how they fit in. There is a slight promise about Barry Bellboy. The cover and title cover has a cloudy purple sky with Sookie sitting on top of a very tall gray tombstone to explain what was next in the
world of Sookie Stackhouse. Above Sookie is a shiny full moon, and Sookie herself, her long hair blowing in the wind, wears a short denim skirt and a Greek-style coral top fitted at the waist with a shiny strip of the same fabric as her top. I found the title humorous with After Dead taking off on it the time after the series died and its subtitle explaining what would happen next. Auf der
Scee Dane neuen Lieblingsbuch? Melde dich bei LovelyBooks an, entdecke neuen Lesestoff und aufregende Buchaktionen.Jetzt kostenlos registrieren registrieren after dead charlaine harris wikipedia. after dead charlaine harris pdf. after dead charlaine harris read online. dead ever after charlaine harris. dead ever after charlaine harris pdf. charlaine harris dead ever after read
online. dead after dark charlaine harris
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